
Math 103B Winter 2006: Applied Modern AlgebraMWF 2-2:50, WLH 2113Professor D. Rogalski1. Contat InformationProf. Rogalski's OÆe: 5131 AP&ME-mail: drogalsk�math.usd.eduClass web site: www.math.usd.edu/�drogalsk/math103b.html. Chek frequentlyfor updated homework and leture information.OÆe hours: TBASetion Leader: John Farina, 5018 AP&ME-mail: jfarina�math.usd.eduMeeting Times: W 7-7:50 in WLH 2110OÆe hours: TBA 2. Class DesriptionMath 103B is the seond quarter of a two quarter sequene. Math 20F and Math109 (and Math 103A) are prerequisites. While the material from Math 103A willbe referred to only oasionally, if you have not taken that ourse in a while youmay need to review the basi fats about groups.The main topi of 103B is the theory of rings and �elds, and as an appliation,algebrai oding theory. We will over roughly hapters 12-23 and hapter 31 ofGallian's text. Homework will be assigned weekly, and due Fridays in leture (Nohomework will be due on exam weeks.) Spending a good amount of time grapplingwith the homework is the only way to really learn the material in this lass well,so you must take it seriously. Late homework will not be aepted, but to aountfor possible illness, et. the lowest homework sore will be dropped.The letures will be designed to omplement rather than preisely dupliate thematerial in the textbook so both soures are important. In partiular, regularattendane at leture and setion is strongly enouraged. Wednesday setion willprovide an opportunity for you to ask questions about that week's homework, toask other general questions about the material, and to see sample exerises workedin detail. If you would like to meet with me to ask questions but are unable to seeme during regular oÆe hours, you may set up an appointment by e-mail to meetat a di�erent time.There will be 2 in-lass midterm exams on Wednesday 2/1/06 and Wednesday3/1/06 and a �nal exam on Monday 3/20/06 from 3-6pm. No alulators, books, ornotes an be use during exams. No makeup exams will be given. The �nal gradeswill be determined using the following breakdown: homework 25%, midterms 25%,�nal exam 50%.
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2 3. Tentative SyllabusThe following is a suggested outline of what we will over when. This is subjetto hange, and updates to the shedule will be announed in lass or posted on thewebsite.1/9 Chap 12: Introdution to ourse. De�nitions of rings.1/11 Chap 12-13: Subrings. Zero-divisors and integral domains.1/13 Chap 13. Fields. Charateristi of a ring or �eld.1/16 NO CLASS (MLK Day)1/18 Chap 14: Ideals. Fator rings.1/20 Chap 14: More on fator rings. Prime and maximal ideals.1/23 Chap 15: Homomorphisms of rings.1/25 Chap 15: Properties of homomorphisms.1/27 Chap 15: Field of frations of a domain.1/30 Chap 16: Polynomial rings2/1 EXAM I overing hapters 12-15.2/3 Chap 16: Division algorithm. A polynomial ring is a PID.2/6 Chap 17: Fatorization of polynomials2/8 Chap 17: Irreduibility tests.2/10 Chap 18: Irreduibles and primes2/13 Chap 18: Unique fatorization domains2/15 Chap 18: Eulidean domains2/17 Chap 19: Review of linear algebra2/20 NO CLASS (President's Day)2/22 Chap 20: Extension Fields. Splitting Fields.2/24 Chap 20: Multiple Zeros. Perfetion.2/27 Chap 21: Degree of an extension.3/1 EXAM II overing hapters 16-20.3/3 Chap 21: Theorem of the primitive element.3/6 Chap 22: Finite Fields I.3/8 Chap 22: Finite �elds II.3/10 Chap 31: Algebrai oding theory I.3/13 Chap 31: Algebrai oding theory II.3/15 Chap 31: Algebrai oding theory III.3/17 Review Day3/20 Final exam, 3-6pm.


